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the government's embarrassments due to the war-weariness of
large sections of the nation with the desire of the intelligent to
get successfully out of a war from which apparently nothing was
to be gained. But in the masses of the people the question of
constitutional reform in Prussia, or a change of chancellors, or
the establishment of parliamentary government, aroused little
interest and much less enthusiasm. What they wanted was peace;
they were not yet prepared in their majority to accept a peace
at any price, but they demanded a clear effort towards stopping
the war. The effects of the blockade were beginning to be
severely felt. By now the nation had begun definitely to be under-
fed and underdothed; its physical powers of resistance began to
be assailed. To those sections of it which fell to the lull the
effects of war-rationing a purely political struggle was a mockery,
A nation which begins to ask why and for what its sons are being
slaughtered,, while it wonders if to-morrow it will have even
less to eat than the day before^ needs the steady stimulus either
of victory or abiding reason for continuing to suller. The cry
"Bread and peace" is an ominous cry; it had heralded the collapse
of Russia; it was beginning now to be raised in Germany, The
government could afford neither material nor moral succour,
and while it pursued its embarrassed course and the politicians
pursued their eternal argument, the outside world in mean streets
and middle-class suburbs thought of Russia, which., governed
by a dictatorship of the proletariat controlled by a handful of
bourgeois, power-greedy revolutionaries,, was on the way to
obtaining peace. The magic word wiped out all other considera-
tions; it was inevitable that men should begin to envisage not
merely seriously but hopefully a similar solution to Germany's
problem of stalemate at the front and starvation at  home.
Russian Bolshevism started its work of debauching Western
opinion in circumstances which could hardly have been more
favourable; Ludendorff's crude gamble with the forces of disin-
tegration began to have the results a less scientific mind would
have foreseen. Russian peace propaganda affected the troops in
the East, for the most part inferior troops; Independents and
Spartacists adopted Russian slogans and hoped to adopt Russian

